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REMEDIES 
 

Cell phones are not permitted on your person.  Cell phones are to be powered off 

and left in your car or with your personal items at the front of the room or you will 

face disciplinary charges. 
 

REMEDIES FINAL EXAM  Exam Number:_____________________ 

PROFESSOR COYNE    

SPRING 2017 

 Ethics and equity and principles of justice 

do not change with the calendar. 

David Herbert Lawrence 

 

Use your ID number on the blue book.  Write legibly and coherently. 

 

You will be graded on your knowledge, ability to analyze the issues and your 

treatment of the issues.  No more than six (6) pages handwritten, one side only, three (3) 

typed double spaced pages.  I will not read anything that exceeds the page limitation. 

  
PART 1 
 

AJ Karens of Boston, Massachusetts was the Executive Officer and Vice President for 

NEcannabis247.com, a Maine corporation with offices in Boston, Providence, and Hartford. 

NEcannabis247.com provides proprietary information, supplies, medical assistance, 

genetically engineered seeds and management to the exploding marijuana industry in New 

England. It does this through its websites, NEcannabis247.com and NEPot.com and through 

its highly—and expensively- trained specialists most of whom have advanced degrees in 

science, law and business. NEcannabis247 has a rural growing and manufacturing facility in 

Andover, Massachusetts near the Merrimack River and Tewksbury border called Higher 

Ground. All of its employees sign Confidentiality/Nondisclosure /Noncompete Agreements, 

preventing them from disclosing proprietary company information to anyone and prohibiting 

them from working for any competing marijuana business of any sort for one year after 

departing the company. NEcannabis247 has an insurance policy with New Boston Insurance 

headquarter in New Boston, Connecticut, providing for protection against the 

misappropriation of company property.   

 

Last month Karens, along with three other “executive herbalists”, Amy Brown, Al 

Nicks and Joe Jones , who were working in NEcannabis247’s growing and manufacturing 

facility in Andover, Massachusetts, left NEcannabis247 to create StirthePot.com and formed 
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a New York corporation of the same name in an building adjacent to Higher Ground in  

Andover. Two weeks ago, NEcannabis247 discovered that its new customer catalog, Fall 

marketing plans, customer lists, seeds, atomizers and other improved marijuana delivery 

devices were missing from the secure area the company maintained in Andover.   

 

NEcannabis247.com filed a claim for the missing property valued at over $500,000 

with New Boston Insurance. New Boston Insurance has denied coverage for any of the losses 

and filed suit in Federal District Court in Connecticut requesting a Declaratory Judgment 

affirming its position that since Connecticut does not provide for the use of legalized 

marijuana, insurance cannot cover that illegal activity. 

 

NEcannabis247.com is irate with Karens and the others and demands that you legally 

“burn those fields to the ground.” The company feels that it has already been significantly 

damaged, as it has lost four of the largest dispensaries in the Northeast to StirthePot and 

revenues are in steep decline.   

 

In investigating the loss of company property and securing the boundary of Higher 

Ground’s 20 acre property, NEcannabis247 discovered that the foundation for 

StirthePot.com’s building encroaches on NEcannabis247.com’s property by a few inches for 

the full length of the 300-foot building. It also discovered that  the only means of access to 

StirthePot.com’s building is through NEcannabis247.com’s land. 

 

After StirthePot began its operations adjacent to Higher Ground, neighbors started to 

complain about the strong odor of marijuana emitting from the farms in Andover and have 

complained about the strong smell at both harvest time and as the product is “ field tested” by 

burning it outdoors in 50 gallon drums. 

 

Please write an essay describing what steps you would take to remedy these problems, 

and how you would expect the Court to deal with the procedural issues involved resolving 

these matters. 

 

PART 2 
 

Please fully define the following terms.  After fully defining the term then apply the term, if 

applicable, to the fact pattern in Part 1. 

 

1.  Constructive Trust and Resulting Trust                                                                           
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2.  Expectancy and Reliance Damages                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

 

3.  Injunctive Relief                                                                                                               
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4.  Wang Test                                                                                                                         
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6.  Ecclesiastical Courts                                                                                               
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8.  93A and 176D                                                                                                                  
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REMEDIES MIDTERM EXAM 

PROFESSOR COYNE   __________________________________ 

SPRING 2016    ID Number 

 

 I know what is legal, not what is right. 

 And I’ll stick to what is legal . . . I’m not God. 

Sir Thomas More 

 

Use your ID number on blue book and this examination.  Write legibly and coherently.  

 

You will be graded on your knowledge, ability to analyze the issues and your 

treatment of the issues. 

 

No more than six (6) pages handwritten, one side only, three (3) typed double spaced 

pages.  I will not read anything that exceeds the page limitation. 

 

Nothing other than a writing instrument is allowed on your person or at or near 

your desk. Cell phones must be powered off, and it is a disciplinary violation to have it on 

or near your person. 

  
 

PART 1 
 

Roman Mirna of Andover, Massachusetts was the Chief Operating Officer for 

BootcampU.com, a Delaware corporation with offices in Boston and Los Angeles.  

BootcampU’s proprietary software allows for students to prepare to take classes over the 

internet in order to obtain bachelor’s and law degrees.  All of its professors sign 

Confidentiality/Nondisclosure /Noncompete Agreements, preventing them from disclosing 

proprietary company information to anyone and prohibiting them from working for any 

competing educational institution for one year after departing the company.  BootcampU has 

an insurance policy with Connecticut Insurance headquartered in Groton, Connecticut, 

providing for protection against the misappropriation of company property.   

 

Last month Mirna, along with three other professors, Carmen Keyon, Beth Stephens 

and Victor Patrick, all of Boston, MA, left BootcampU to create College4U.com and formed 

a New York corporation of the same name with offices in New York City.  Two weeks ago, 

BootcampU discovered that its new course software, course catalog, customer lists, designs 

and other proprietary information were missing.  The company also discovered that Mirna 

had recently registered the domain name BootcampU.com which redirects visitors to 

College4U.com. 
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The company is irate with Mirna and the others and demands that you “drive them out 

of business anyway you can as they are killing us.” The company feels that it has already 

been significantly damaged, as it has lost customers to this new company and revenues have 

started to decline.   

 

Please write an essay describing what steps you would take to remedy this problem, 

and how you would expect the Court to deal with the procedural issues necessary to resolve 

this matter. 

 

 

PART 2 
 

Fully define the following terms and then apply the terms, if applicable, to the fact pattern on 

the first page. 

 

Expectancy and Reliance Damages                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

 

Wang Test                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

 

93A and 176D                                                                                                                               
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Injunctive Relief                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

 

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law                                                                                
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REMEDIES MIDTERM EXAM 

PROFESSOR COYNE   __________________________________ 

SPRING 2017    ID Number 

 

 I know what is legal, not what is right. 

 And I’ll stick to what is legal . . . I’m not God. 

Sir Thomas More 

 

Use your ID number on blue book and this examination.  Write legibly and coherently.  

 

You will be graded on your knowledge, ability to analyze the issues and your 

treatment of the issues. 

 

No more than six (6) pages handwritten, one side only, three (3) typed double spaced 

pages.  I will not read anything that exceeds the page limitation. 

 

Nothing other than a writing instrument is allowed on your person or at or near 

your desk. Cell phones must be powered off, and it is a disciplinary violation to have it on 

or near your person. 

  
 

PART 1 
 

Danny Gifty of Andover, Massachusetts was the Chief Operating Officer for 

BourbonU.com, a Delaware corporation with offices in Boston and Los Angeles.  

BourbonU’s proprietary software allows for students to prepare to take classes over the 

internet in order to obtain Bachelor’s and law degrees.  All of its professors sign 

Confidentiality/Nondisclosure /Noncompete Agreements, preventing them from disclosing 

proprietary company information to anyone and prohibiting them from working for any 

competing educational institution for one year after departing the company.  BourbonU has 

an insurance policy with Connecticut Insurance headquartered in Groton, Connecticut, 

providing for protection against the misappropriation of company property.   

 

Last month Gifty, along with three other professors, Karen Collins, Helena Joao and 

Gary Nicks, all of Boston, MA, left BourbonU to create College4U.com and formed a New 

York corporation of the same name with offices in New York City.  Two weeks ago, 

BourbonU discovered that its new course software, course catalog, customer lists, designs 

and other proprietary information were missing.  The company also discovered that Gifty had 

recently registered the domain name BourbonU.co which redirects visitors to 

College4U.com. 
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The company is irate with Gifty and the others and demands that you “drive them out 

of business anyway you can as they are killing us.” The company feels that it has already 

been significantly damaged, as it has lost customers to this new company and revenues have 

started to decline.   

 

Please write an essay describing what steps you would take to remedy this problem, 

and how you would expect the Court to deal with the procedural issues necessary to resolve 

this matter. 

 

 

PART 2 
 

Fully define the following terms and then apply the terms, if applicable, to the fact pattern on 

the first page. 

 

Expectancy and Reliance Damages                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

 

Wang Test                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

 

93A and 176D                                                                                                                               
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Injunctive Relief                                                                                                                      

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                                  

 

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law                                                                                
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You cannot have a cell phone near you. You must power any cell phone off and 

leave it in your car or with your personal items at the front of the room or you will 

face disciplinary charges. 
 

REMEDIES FINAL EXAM    ID Number: _____________________ 

PROFESSOR COYNE    

SPRING 2015 

 

I'm for truth, no matter who tells it. I'm for justice, no 

matter who it's for or against. 

 

             Malcolm X 

 

 Use your ID number on the blue book and this examination. Write legibly and  

coherently. 

 

You will be graded on your knowledge, ability to analyze the issues and your 

treatment of the issues. No more than seven (7) pages handwritten, one side only, or four (4) 

typed double spaced pages.   

  
PART 1 

 

Obed Andies and Carmen Victor of 10 Richards Drive Andover, Massachusetts come to see 

you for your advice. Ms. Victor is a former Olympic bronze medalist. After they had been 

married for many years and professionally successful, they found themselves unable to 

conceive a child through traditional means so they decided to seek help from East Coast 

Fertility Center Inc. of Boston, Massachusetts. East Coast has clinics in most major east coast 

cities and bills itself as the world’s largest sperm bank and fertility center with the most well 

educated and sophisticated donors in the world.  

 

Andies and Victor had particular requirements for the egg and sperm donors for their child as 

they were both from large close-knit professional, athletic, and ethnically diverse families 

and desired a child who would meet their aspirational and personal goals. Their doctor at the 

clinic, Rosa Tompkins, promised them that everything would be fine and that they had put 

their lives in the right hands. 

 

About 10 years ago, they selected sperm donor No. 666 who the clinic indicated was a mixed 

race medical student who played quarterback for his college football team. The clinic instead 

gave them donor number 1666 who was a red-haired, fair-skinned Irishman who left school 

in the 6th grade to work as a carnival worker. They did not fare so well with the egg donor 
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either. While the egg donor they selected was advertised as meeting their needs, she had lied 

on her biographical intake and instead was an 18-year-old substance abuser with a history of 

mental illness for which she had been in and out of mental health facilities over her young 

life. The fertilized egg was implanted in Victor who ultimately gave birth to their child; 

blonde haired blue eyed Nick Elizabetts Andies. 

 

They discovered the mix-up when Nick was 8 years old after yet another dispute with their 

neighbors, Stephen and Natalie Romeo who live next door to them at 8 Richards Drive in 

Andover. Nick is a hellion of a child. He would frequently fight with neighborhood children 

especially the Romeo children and recently went into their yard and took their prized 

purebred puppy, Gabriella, and drowned her in the Romeo’s pool and set their pool cabana 

on fire. Andies’ and Victor’s home insurance company, Boston Mutual Insurance, has 

refused to cover the damages to the Romeo’s pool as it says that it was an intentional act not 

covered under the policy. 

 

This has escalated neighborhood tensions to the point that the Romeos decided to put up a 

high fence between the yards. In doing so, the surveyor discovered that the Romeo’s pool 

encroaches on the land at 10 Richards Drive by 3 feet running the length of the 50-foot pool. 

The surveyor also discovered that the shed belonging to Andies and Victor is on the Romeo’s 

land. 

 

As one might imagine, all of this has made Andies and Victor’s lives very difficult and their 

personal relationship has suffered. Between the frequent doctor’s visits for Nick who they 

love dearly and the escalating tensions in the neighborhood and with law enforcement, their 

dream child has turned their lives into a nightmare. Victor recently finished her book on her 

life story. Lifetime purchased the movie rights to the book.  

 

East Coast recently apologized for the "mix up" and issued a refund check for the six vials of 

wrong sperm.  

 

Andies and Victor come to see you to discuss these problems. How would you proceed and 

why? 

 

PART 2 

 

Please fully define the following concepts. After fully defining the concept, apply the 

concept, if applicable, to the fact pattern in Part 1. If not applicable to fact pattern, state that 

in your response. 

 

1.  Constructive Trust and Resulting Trust                                                                          
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You cannot have a cell phone near you. You must power any cell phone off and 

leave it in your car or with your personal items at the front of the room or you will 

face disciplinary charges. 
 

REMEDIES FINAL EXAM    ID Number: _____________________ 

PROFESSOR COYNE    

SPRING 2014 

 

The only way I can keep clear of force is by justice. Far 

from being willing to execute his enemies, a real king must be 

willing to execute his friends.  

   T.H. White 

 

Use your ID number on the blue book and this examination. Write legibly and 

coherently. 

 

You will be graded on your knowledge, ability to analyze the issues and your 

treatment of the issues. No more than seven (7) pages handwritten, one side only, or four (4) 

typed double spaced pages.   

  
PART 1 

 

Jim Erins of Boston, Massachusetts was chief “bourbonologist” and the Vice 

President of KentuckyBourbons.US Corp., (KBCorp) a Delaware corporation with offices in 

Boston, Massachusetts and Concord, New Hampshire. KentuckyBourbons.US is a 

manufacturer and distributor of bourbon and provides proprietary information, supplies, 

(including specially engineered corn seed), and consulting services to small batch whiskey 

distillers in the Northeast. It does this through its website, KentuckyBourbons.US, and 

through its highly—and expensively-trained—agriculturists and bourbonologists who the 

company intensively trains at its highly regarded Bourbon U in Andover, Massachusetts and 

online at BourbonU.com. The grueling company-paid program at BU takes two full years to 

complete and involves business, science, cooking, marketing, and law. The school is 

renowned for perfecting the skill of its bourbonologists with its hands on training, tasting, 

and testing program.  

 

KBCorp has a manufacturing facility and farm to grow corn—an essential ingredient 

in bourbon--in Andover, Massachusetts near the Merrimack River and the Tewksbury border 

called Everald Akers.  For many years now, area neighbors have complained about the strong 

odor of fermenting whiskey emitting from KBCorp’s facility at Everald Akers. Area 

neighbors have demanded to meet with the company. While many do complain about the 
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strong odors, others remark that they love the “caramel, woody and vanilla” smells. 

 

All of KBCorp’s bourbonologists sign Confidentiality and Noncompete Agreements, 

preventing them from disclosing proprietary company information to anyone, prohibiting 

them from working for any competing bourbon business in any capacity or sharing any of the 

confidential information, they received from the company for one year after departing the 

company.  

 

Last month Erins, along with three other bourbonologists, Marcia Kelly, Nicole 

Marks, and Maurice George, who were all, working at KBCorp’s facility in Andover, 

Massachusetts, left KBCorp to create FinestBourbons.US and FinestBourbons.Com (FBS). 

They formed a New York corporation called FBS Corp. and began operations in Rhode 

Island. Two weeks ago, KBCorp discovered that its latest customer lists, fall product catalog, 

proprietary fall marketing plan, customer preference spreadsheets, seeds,  and special recipes, 

that Erins and Kelly had access to, were missing from the secure area the company 

maintained in Andover. The company also discovered that Erins along with his partner, 

Charlie Matt, recently registered the domain name KentuckyBourbons.com that redirects 

visitors to FinestBourbons.US and FinestBourbons.Com. 

 

KBCorp has an insurance policy with Live Free Insurance Inc. headquartered in 

Concord, New Hampshire, through its office in Concord, New Hampshire. The policy 

provides for protection against the theft of company property.   

 

KBCorp filed a claim valued at over $1,000,000 for the missing property with Live 

Free Insurance. Live Free denied coverage for any of the losses and filed suit in Federal 

District Court in New Hampshire. The suit requests a Declaratory Judgment affirming its 

position that only whiskey manufactured in Kentucky can call itself bourbon and since the 

only place KBCorp manufactures bourbon is in Andover, it is committing fraud in violation 

of Massachusetts consumer protection laws and therefore insurance cannot cover such illegal 

and fraudulent activity. 

 

KBCorp is irate with Erins and the others and demands that you go to court and “bury 

those bastards and do whatever it takes to make them hurt.” The company claims that it has 

lost four of its best clients, three of its best bourbonologists and its revenues are in serious 

decline.   

 

Bourbon247.com Inc., a Lexington, Kentucky corporation, recently filed suit in 

Lexington, Kentucky against both KBCorp and FBS Corp. for violating federal law and 

fraudulent and deceptive trade practices in their use of the word bourbon on the label of the 

whiskey they are distributing and for the design of their websites which it claims are 
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deceptively similar to its and likely to confuse their customers. 

 

Please write an essay describing what steps you would take to remedy these problems, 

and how you would expect the Court to deal with the procedural issues involved in resolving 

these matters. 

 

 

PART 2 

 

Please fully define the following concepts. After fully defining the concept, apply the 

concept, if applicable, to the fact pattern in Part 1. If not applicable to fact pattern, state that 

in your response. 

 

1.  Constructive Trust and Resulting Trust                                                                          
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3. InjunctiveRelief                                                                                                                
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